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Amir Zaidi Last has been updated on May 19, 2019. This is due to restrictions imposed by Google. Installation instructions 1. Go to 2. Under the assets, click on pixelbridge.apk 3. Let your phone download the apk 4 file. Install the apk file when it finishes downloading 5. Long tap the background on your
home screen and go to Home Settings 6a. Shade Launcher - Choose Pixel Bridge as News Channel 6b. Rootless Pixel Launcher - Include Google Display app option Extra 7. Check in phone 8 security settings. Turn off the installation from unknown sources if you turned it on to install Why do I need it?
My Rootless Pixel Launcher builds up to version 3.7 included all features in one app. However, this meant that the Play Store was not possible. If I wanted to make this possible, I had to follow Nova and Lawnchair and create my own extra app that would make it work. So I started programming, and
created Pixel Bridge. Interesting technical details as to why this additional application is needed. The Google app creates and shows Google News Feed used by launchers. Launchers can request a channel to show, and then Google App recognizes this request. Unfortunately, it only does this for system
applications and debugging applications. System applications require root installation, and debugging apps cannot be published in the Play Store. Therefore, installing apk from another website is the only solution. Previously my launcher took care of it myself, but it got it temporarily banned from the Play
Store google. Everything has been moved to this site since then to prevent another suspension. Help, I get a bug! Some people like Pixel and Nokia users may not be able to install this. They will get an error App not installed. This is because these people already have a real Pixel Launcher or Android
One Launcher installed. These launchers conflict with my pixel bridge, and cannot be installed at the same time. My older versions of the Rootless Pixel Launcher can also give this error on other devices. Make sure all third-party pixel launchers are removed from your device before you try to install Pixel
Bridge. Shade Launcher has support for other feed plugins too, in case the Pixel Bridge isn't installed. When using Shade, you can try installing aidlbridge.apk instead of pixelbridge.apk from the page linked above. This is a version that handles only News Feed, so it doesn't cause conflicts, such as Pixel
Bridge. 1 1.1.9 1.99MB 1 1.1.9 1 1.1.9 2.06MB 1 1.1.9 1.99MB 1 1.1.9 1.99MB 1 1.1.9 1.99MB 1 1.1.8 2.06MB 1 1.1.7 1.99MB 1 1.1.6 1.99MB Improvements to local application search incoming Latest Drop Pixel feature feels a bit a bit .x release is old - it packs a lot of new features that we originally
thought were slated for Android 11. The update includes add-ons such as quick access to your digital wallet through the power menu, dark theme planning and improved Motion Sense gestures for Pixel 4, but there are also plenty of small changes that aren't obvious at first. One is the ability of Pixel
Launcher to automatically name folders based on which apps are in them. To trigger the feature, simply drag and lower the app to another one. If you have an update, the resulting folder should be named automatically. For messaging apps you get something like messages or chats, while pairing apps to
work like TickTick with Google Keep creates a folder called Performance. It even works with specific combinations like YouTube and YouTube Kids that make a folder called YouTube. Sometimes the feature won't do its job, however. When I tried to combine my local public transport app Jelbi and Google
Maps, I didn't get the offer. Putting completely unrelated apps such as Duolingo and Audible into one folder won't give it an automatic name, either. For some reason, the launcher does not use folder names. Although I can imagine that some people are not bothered, that seems to be quite oversight. Let's
hope that Google adds that functionality later, because right now, most of us will still have to customize the name after creating the folder, making the automatic process feel unfinished. Apple nailed it right away on iOS, and it doesn't seem too complicated to implement. Unlike many others, this update is
not a server side of the A/B test - you can get automatic offers right away by downloading the latest version of pixel launcher from APK Mirror. We can confirm that it works on the Pixel 3XL, which is not updated until the March security patch, so it should be possible to install it on any Pixel phone that
does not have the latest update to the Android 10 system. APK doesn't update the launcher on Android 11 though, so don't try to put it on your phone if you're already on developer preview. Improvements in local application search are incoming According to Lawnchair developer Till Cottmann, there are
even more properties hidden in this release. In the future, the local search will also take into account the key keyword data of the app from the Play Store. This means that if you print in YouTube, you will also see YouTube Music as a result along with YouTube, even if it is technically called YT music on
your phone. With apps like Chrome, this can cause problems though: Since the browser is called Google Chrome: Fast Secure on the Play Store, you'll find it, looking fast on your phone, potentially cluttering up your results with unintentional matches. The functionality is currently hidden in the Pixel
Launcher developer's settings and should be through the flag. Thank you: @deletescape and @paphonb: Google LLC Price: Free We can earn a commission for purchases made with our links. When Google first introduced gesture controls in Android Pie, many enthusiasts felt that Google's



implementation was half-baked. For example, you can quickly switch apps in only one direction, and a gesture to swipe up to show a recent review of apps often results in the app's box showing. In addition, the transitional animation between tasks does not feel seamless, and the presence of the Back
button is hotly contested. Fortunately, we know that Google is working on settings to control Navigation gestures in Android. We've already seen how Google can replace the Back gesture button and how transitional animation for quick switching can change, but now we've discovered more settings for
gesture control thanks to the hidden flags in pixel Launcher.In as opposed to hidden preferences that you can access through the ADB to change the gestures in the first Android beta, new gestures that we found can only be accessed by changing pixel launcher APK inventory to expose its developer
options. XDA is a senior member of paphonb, a developer who has worked on selfless pixel launcher ports, OnePlus Launcher mods, and the Lawnchair launcher app, has changed the Pixel Launcher app to show off those hidden flags. The following screenshots show the new Developer Options menu in
the Pixel Launcher settings. When you open this menu, you have access to a variety of new settings to control quickStep, the name of the gesture and the latest app components in Android Pie and Android. When you turn on these flags, the gesture behavior in the Android version changes immediately. I
tested these flags on my Google Pixel 2 XL running the Android beta using the latest Magisk Canary build. The first video, embedded below, shows updated gestures with these hidden Pixel Launcher flags. Here's a rundown of the changes: Scrolling straight to the tablets now uses more seamless
transition animations when changing tasks. Scroll left on the navigation bar can now switch to the task you just left behind. Going animation here is a work in progress. A look around for pills goes home. A new animation was created for this gesture. Scrolling and carrying on the tablet shows a recent
review of the apps. Scrolling on the navigation bar while on the launcher now only shows the app drawer. Swiping down anywhere on the homepage now brings down the notification bar. Overall, these changes make Android gestures more like an iPhone. The biggest difference is that the Back button still
exists. Another change introduced with these flags what you have much more time to undo the occasional layoff tasks in a recent review of applications. We are not sure that these new gestures, or those we discovered earlier, will form the basis of the updated Android Android Controls. Obviously, Google
is doing a lot of behind-the-scenes experiments with gestures, so I expect major changes in gestures to be revealed during Google I/O 2019. If you want to try these new gestures for yourself, you can follow the short guide below. Keep in mind that there are some errors with these gestures in their current
form. For example, you can often see invisible tasks that you can't use. How to incorporate hidden pixel launcher variants into Android -Requirements:Google Pixel, Pixel XL, Pixel 2, Pixel 2 XL beta-enabled Android. Root access via Magisk. (At the time of publication, Pixel 3 and Pixel 3 XL were not yet
rooted.) Download this Magisk module with AndroidFileHost if you're on beta 1, or this one if you're on beta 2. I made this module with paphonb permission and tested it on my Pixel 2 XL root. All it does is replace the NexusLauncherRelease.apk in/product/priv-app. Open Magisk Manager.Tap on the
menu. Click on the Modules. Click on the q. Find and select the downloaded Magisk module. Once installed, restart your phone. Once you've downloaded the backup device, open the Pixel Launcher settings and see the Developer Options menu. For more Android news, follow our dedicated tag. If we find
any other hidden features, we'll let you know. Update 4/11/2019: This article has been updated to add pixel Launcher working mod for Android and beta 2.XDA Full XDA Hidden Settings Pixel Launcher show that Google is testing the best iPhone-style navigation gestures for Android
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